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Abstract

This paper introduces a tagless cache architecture for large
in-package DRAM caches. The conventional die-stacked
DRAM cache has both a TLB and a cache tag array, which
are responsible for virtual-to-physical and physical-to-cache
address translation, respectively. We propose to align the
granularity of caching with OS page size and take a unified
approach to address translation and cache tag management.
To this end, we introduce cache-map TLB (cTLB), which stores
virtual-to-cache, instead of virtual-to-physical, address map-
pings. At a TLB miss, the TLB miss handler allocates the
requested block into the cache if it is not cached yet, and
updates both the page table and cTLB with the virtual-to-
cache address mapping. Assuming the availability of large
in-package DRAM caches, this ensures that an access to the
memory region within the TLB reach always hits in the cache
with low hit latency since a TLB access immediately returns
the exact location of the requested block in the cache, hence
saving a tag-checking operation. The remaining cache space
is used as victim cache for memory pages that are recently
evicted from cTLB. By completely eliminating data structures
for cache tag management, from either on-die SRAM or in-
package DRAM, the proposed DRAM cache achieves best
scalability and hit latency, while maintaining high hit rate of
a fully associative cache. Our evaluation with 3D Through-
Silicon Via (TSV)-based in-package DRAM demonstrates that
the proposed cache improves the IPC and energy efficiency by
30.9% and 39.5%, respectively, compared to the baseline with
no DRAM cache. These numbers translate to 4.3% and 23.8%
improvements over an impractical SRAM-tag cache requiring
megabytes of on-die SRAM storage, due to low hit latency and
zero energy waste for cache tags.
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1. Introduction

Recently, die-stacked DRAM technologies have been widely
adopted to satisfy conflicting demands for capacity, through-
put, and energy efficiency from the main memory system.
Major processor vendors have announced their plans to inte-
grate the 2.5D/3D die stacking technologies into their prod-
ucts, including Intel’s Knights Landing [3], Xilinx’ Virtex-7
FPGA [8], Nvidia’s Volta GPU [6], to name a few. For exam-
ple, Intel’s 72-core Knights Landing processor will include
up to 16GB in-package DRAM, backed by up to 384GB off-
package DDR4 DRAM. AMD [1], IBM [19], and Sony [4]
also plan to adopt die-stacked High Bandwidth Memory
(HBM) [24] for their future processor SoCs.

To best utilize fast, energy-efficient in-package DRAM with-
out burdening software writers, many researchers propose to
use it as a large last-level cache [20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 29, 38].
This is justified by the fact that the in-package DRAM capacity,
ranging from hundreds of megabytes to several gigabytes [27],
is still not big enough to completely replace the main mem-
ory especially for emerging applications with huge memory
footprints [16] such as in-memory database [7] and genome as-
semblies [31]. Alternatively, exposing the in-package DRAM
to software by mapping it to the physical memory space would
burden OS and/or application writers with the difficult task of
memory page placement and migration [27].

The primary challenge in architecting large, in-package
DRAM caches is to minimize the overhead of cache tag man-
agement in terms of latency, storage, and energy consumption.
For example, a 1GB DRAM cache with the conventional cache
block size, say 64 bytes, requires 128MB storage for tags only
(assuming 48-bit physical address space). It is infeasible to
have such a large SRAM array on the processor die. Instead,
one might place the tags, together with cached data, into in-
package DRAM, but only at the cost of increased hit latency,
and hence significant performance overhead [27, 29].

To alleviate the problems associated with large tags, page-
based DRAM caches have recently been proposed to cache
at a page granularity, typically ranging from 1 to 8 kilo-
bytes [20, 21, 22]. In addition to reducing the tag overhead,
page-based caches have additional benefits of higher hit rate by
better exploiting spatial locality and maximum DRAM access
efficiency by amortizing row activation cost. However, the
tag overhead is still significant. For 1GB in-package DRAM,
most of the existing page-based DRAM caches either require



multi-megabytes of on-die SRAM (i.e., 2MB for [21, 22]) or
allocate 32–64MB in-package DRAM [20] just for tags. This
leads to significant overhead in terms of latency, chip area,
and energy consumption, which is likely to increase as the
in-package DRAM size continues to scale up.

This paper introduces a tagless page-based cache, which
completely eliminates cache tags. The key idea is to align
the granularity of caching with OS page size, and take a
unified approach to address translation and cache tag man-
agement. Unlike the conventional page-based cache, whose
access path requires two-step address translation with both
TLB (for virtual-to-physical) and cache tags (for physical-to-
cache), the proposed DRAM cache consolidates them into a
single-step procedure using cache-map TLB (cTLB). cTLB
replaces the conventional TLB and stores virtual-to-cache,
instead of virtual-to-physical, address mappings. At a TLB
miss, the TLB miss handler performs the conventional page
table walk, and allocates the requested memory page into the
cache if it is not cached yet. Then it updates both the page
table and the cTLB with the corresponding virtual-to-cache ad-
dress mapping. Assuming the availability of large in-package
DRAM caches, an access to the memory region within the
TLB reach is guaranteed to hit in the cache with low hit la-
tency due to no cache tag-checking overhead. The remaining
cache space outside the TLB reach is used as victim cache for
memory pages recently evicted from cTLB. Eviction from the
victim cache is performed asynchronously to take write-back
overhead off from the cache access path by having a small
number of free blocks always available. Note that techniques
to alleviate the over-fetching problem for page-based caches,
such as footprint caching [21], hot/cold page tracking [20, 22],
are complementary and can augment our work.

In summary, the proposed tagless DRAM cache satisfies the
following, often conflicting, design goals:
• Low hit latency - Cache tag-checking operation is com-

pletely eliminated from the cache access path to achieve
lowest hit latency known to date.

• Zero tag storage overhead - cTLB directly translates a vir-
tual address to a cache address to eliminate tag storage in
either on-die SRAM (for page-based caches) or in-package
DRAM (mostly for block-based caches). In addition, the
proposed cache does not require any auxiliary on-die SRAM
structure such as MissMap [27], miss predictors [29, 33],
way predictor [20], etc.

• Low average memory access time - The proposed cache
effectively implements a fully associative cache to yield
higher hit rate than existing page-based caches based on
direct-mapped [29] or N-way set-associative schemes with
low N [20]. Combined with low hit latency, the proposed
cache has even lower average memory access time than an
impractical 16-way set-associative SRAM-tag cache, which
requires megabytes of on-die SRAM storage.

• High energy efficiency - No energy waste from tags and low
average memory access time lead to high energy efficiency.

• Scalability - The only new data structure introduced by the
proposed cache is the global inverted page table (GIPT),
which maintains cache-to-physical address mappings. This
table is shared by all processes in the system and has a very
small overhead (2.56MB for 1GB cache, yielding <0.25%
overhead). More importantly, unlike cache tags, this table is
accessed infrequently (only at a TLB miss and cache block
eviction) along with the page table, and is not required to
be placed in package. Hence, the proposed cache features
superior scalability to the existing tag-based caches.

• Flexibility - Most of the proposed caching mechanism is
embodied in the TLB miss handler with small modifications
to the page table. A caching policy (e.g., selective locking
or bypassing of cache blocks) can be flexibly plugged in
by modifying the TLB miss handler. This is particularly
relevant to architectures with software-managed TLBs (e.g.,
MIPS, Alpha, UltraSPARC).

2. Background and Motivation

2.1. Die-Stacked DRAM

Die-stacking technologies have recently drawn much atten-
tion from the research community as a viable solution to the
“Memory Wall” problem [37]. A typical 3D form factor stacks
4–8 DRAM dies using through-silicon vias (TSVs) with an op-
tional logic die at the bottom [28]. Multiple industry standards
such as High Bandwidth Memory [13] and Hybrid Memory
Cube [28] have emerged to support this technology with die-
stacked DRAM capacity ranging from 512MB to 4GB. A
silicon interposer with die-stacked DRAM integration, also
known as 2.5D form factor, further improves the scalability
of in-package DRAM by integrating multiple, possibly 3D
stacked, dies using intra-package communication mediums
on silicon interposer [34]. Processors with silicon interposer-
based integration is likely to hit the market before full 3D
stacked processors for their advantages in yield (and hence
cost) [8, 11].

There are two main ways to exploit fast, in-package DRAM:
software-managed fast main memory and software-transparent
last-level cache. The former typically maps the in-package
DRAM region to physical address space, to create a hetero-
geneous main memory composed of small, fast in-package
region and slow, big off-package region [12, 30]. The software-
managed heterogeneous memory approach has zero tag over-
head associated with cache management and maximizes use-
able capacity with no duplication of a memory page. How-
ever, OS (and possibly applications as well) should handle
the difficult task of page placement and migration. This is
particularly challenging on commodity platforms since OS
cannot gather per-page access statistics without hardware sup-
port [27]. Therefore, most of prior work along this avenue
proposes to augment the memory controller with counters to
gather access statistics [12, 30].
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As an alternative, there are recent proposals to architect
in-package DRAM as a large, software-transparent last-level
cache [20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 29, 38]. This approach has an ad-
vantage of being readily deployable without modifying the
software stack. With large, and increasing, size of in-package
DRAM, minimizing the overhead associated with tag man-
agement such as access latency, storage, and energy consump-
tion, is the primary design challenge when architecting an
in-package DRAM cache.

Existing in-package DRAM caches can be divided into
two classes according to the granularity of caching: (cache)
block-based [17, 27, 33] and page-based [20, 21, 22]. A block-
based cache stores data and tags at a conventional cache line
granularity, say 64 bytes, to maximize effective capacity of
caching (by minimizing over-fetching) and efficiently exploit
temporal locality. However, the storage requirement for tags
is very large, accounting for 12.5% of the total in-package
DRAM capacity (e.g., 128MB per 1GB DRAM cache) in a
state-of-the-art design [29]. Besides, block-based caches do
not effectively exploit DRAM row buffer locality, and have
low hit rate for server workloads which have low temporal
locality and high spatial locality [21].

Overcoming these limitations, page-based caches have been
recently proposed to alleviate the problem of large tag over-
head by caching at a page granularity, whose size ranges from
1-8 kilobytes [20, 21, 22]. This proportionally reduces the
tag overhead, hence improving latency and energy efficiency.
Most of the existing proposals for page-based caching tackle
the over-fetching problem, to reduce off-package bandwidth
pollution and increase effective capacity. However, reducing
the tag overhead is still an important design goal with ever
increasing in-package DRAM size as the state-of-the-art page-
based caches require either multi-megabyte on-die SRAM
storage or a significant fraction of the total in-package DRAM
capacity (e.g., 3–6% in [20]).

2.2. Cache Tag Overhead in Page-Based Caches

Figure 1 illustrates the access path of a page-based DRAM
cache with on-die SRAM tags, which serves as the common
baseline for two state-of-the-art page-based caches before
being augmented with footprint caching [21], and hot page
filtering [22]. To locate the requested cache block, the TLB
first translates its virtual address to the physical address, which

in turn gets translated to the cache address using the cache tags.
Therefore, the average memory access time (AMATSRAM−tag)
with this translation cost taken into account can be expressed
as follows:

AMATSRAM-tag = MissRateTLB ∗MissPenaltyTLB

+AMATTLB-hit
(1)

where

AMATTLB-hit = HitTimeL1/L2

+MissRateL1/L2 ∗AvgL3Latency
(2)

and

AvgL3Latency = AccessTimeSRAM-tag

+BlockAccessTimein-pkg

+MissRateL3 ∗PageAccessTimeoff-pkg

(3)

The average memory access time (AMATSRAM−tag) includes
the cost for both virtual-to-physical address translation by the
TLB (the first term in Equation 1) and physical-to-cache ad-
dress translation by the cache tags (the first term in Equation 3).
The cache tags (labeled “SRAM-tags” in Figure 1) provide a
membership check (i.e., hit or miss) for the requested physical
address as well as a translation to the cache address in case
of a hit. Our modeling with CACTI 6.5 [2] indicates that the
SRAM tag access latency takes up a significant fraction of the
L3 hit latency (i.e., 11 cycles out of 65 cycles for 3GHz CPU).
Note that, the tag access latency is placed on the critical path
of an L3 cache access regardless of hit or miss.

In addition, a 1GB in-package DRAM cache with 4KB page
requires a 2MB on-die SRAM storage for tags, which incurs
significant area and energy overhead. This overhead will be
more pronounced as in-package DRAM size continue to scale
up in the future as integration of 4GB [28] and 16GB [3]
in-package DRAM will soon be introduced into the market.

Therefore, reducing the tag overhead is a primary design
goal even for paged-based in-package DRAM caches. In this
paper we introduce the first tagless cache architecture, which
fundamentally resolves the future scaling problem of large
in-package DRAM caches.
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3. Tagless DRAM Cache

3.1. Overview

The proposed tagless DRAM cache aligns the granularity of
caching to an OS page size, say 4KB, and consolidates the two
address translation mechanisms in the conventional DRAM
cache into one. The TLB miss handler performs not only page
table walk but also cache block allocation/fetch. We introduce
cache-map TLB (cTLB), which has the identical hardware
organization to the original TLB but stores virtual-to-cache,
instead of virtual-to-physical, address mappings. In this way
we can completely eliminate on-die SRAM tags in Figure 1
and their latency/storage/energy overheads.

Figure 2 illustrates the access path of the tagless DRAM
cache in comparison to the SRAM-tag cache in Figure 1. The
operations of the cache access path are sketched as follows:
• Upon a miss, the TLB miss hander first performs the con-

ventional page table walk to find the right page table entry
(PTE). If the memory page being accessed currently resides
in the cache, the TLB miss handler simply returns to update
cTLB with the physical-to-cache address mapping. If not
cached, it allocates a free cache block and generates a cache
fill request to copy the page from off-package DRAM to the
allocated cache block. It also updates the global inverted
page table (GIPT), which maintains cache-to-physical map-
pings for cached pages, with the new entry. Once completed,
the TLB miss handler returns to update cTLB with the newly
created virtual-to-cache address mapping.

• At a TLB hit cTLB returns the cache address (CA), instead
of the physical address (PA). On-die SRAM caches, say L1
and L2 caches in Figure 2, are now addressed and tagged
by (in-package) cache addresses instead of (off-package)
physical addresses.

• In case of an on-die cache miss, the cache address is used to
access the in-package DRAM cache. Note that, with a TLB
hit, it is guaranteed for the access to hit in the cache with-
out paying the cost of a tag-checking operation in existing
DRAM caches.

• Cache block eviction is done asynchronously using the
free queue. To take the write-back overhead off from the
cache access path, the tagless cache ensures that a small
number of free blocks, say α blocks, are always available
to accommodate a cache fill request in a similar way to

[12]. There is a globally shared variable, called header
pointer, which points to the next free cache block to be
allocated. A cache block to be freed is enqueued into the
free queue, which is serviced asynchronously, possibly by
a background process. If a cache block is evicted, its PTE
is updated to replace the cache address with the physical
address by consulting the GIPT.
Then the average memory access time (AMATTagless) can

be expressed as follows:

AMATTagless = MissRatecTLB ∗MissPenaltycTLB

+HitTimeL1/L2

+MissRateL1/L2 ∗BlockAccessTimein-pkg

(4)

where

MissPenaltycTLB = MissPenaltyTLB

+MissRateVictim ∗ [AccessTimeGIPT

+PageAccessTimeoff-pkg]

(5)

According to our evaluation, the average memory access time
(AMATTagless) is consistently lower than that of the SRAM-
tag cache (AMATSRAM−tag) in Section 2.2 by eliminating the
tag-checking latency. Detailed results will be presented in
Section 5.1.

3.2. Overall Structure

Figure 3 depicts the overall structure of the proposed tagless
cache and data flows among components. The three major
components are cTLB, modified page table, and global in-
verted page table (GIPT). Hardware modifications may or may
not be required depending on how TLB misses and page faults
are handled–either in hardware or software. Our technique is
applicable to both cases. The rest of this section discusses the
organization and operation of each component.

Page Table: The page table is modified to accommodate
three additional bits. Note that most of the popular architec-
tures have some unused bits available in PTEs. For example,
the x86_64 architecture has 14 unused bits (11 in high bits and
three in low bits) [9, 18]. The three flag bits are summarized
as follows:
• Valid-in-Cache (VC): This bit indicates whether the page is

currently cached in the DRAM cache or not.
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Figure 3: The overall structure of the tagless DRAM cache

• Non-Cacheable (NC): This bit indicates whether the page
bypasses the DRAM cache or not. Note that, even if this bit
is set to one, the page does not bypass on-die SRAM caches
(e.g., L1 and L2 caches in Figure 2), hence effectively en-
abling block-level caching. More detailed usage of this bit
is discussed in Section 3.5.

• Pending Update (PU): This bit indicates that the PTE will
soon be updated (e.g., upon completion of an on-going page
copy for a cache fill). This bit is included to eliminate
duplicate cache fill requests to the same page if requested
by multiple threads.
cTLB: The hardware organization of cTLB is identical

to that of the original TLB except for inclusion of a Non-
Cacheable (NC) bit from the new PTE. If the NC bit is set to
zero, which is the common case, the TLB entry maintains a
virtual-to-cache address mapping; otherwise, it maintains a
conventional virtual-to-physical address mapping for a non-
cacheable page.

Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the TLB miss handler with
cTLB. The shaded path illustrates the extra work done by the
handler for cache management in addition to the conventional
page table walk. Note that this path is activated only if the
page is cacheable but not cached yet (i.e., (VC, NC) = (0, 0)).

Once activated, the handler first sets the PU bit in the PTE
using an atomic instruction such as compare-and-swap [14].
Note that, as a result of the page table walk, the PTE is already
loaded into the processor cache, so it will hit in the cache. If
the PU bit is already set to one by another thread, it will busy-
wait until the bit is cleared. Then the hander gets allocated a
free cache block (pointed to by the header pointer (HP)), and
inserts an entry to the GIPT to establish a cache-to-physical
address mapping. It is followed by a cache fill request using
both cache and physical addresses already available. Upon
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Figure 4: Flow chart of cTLB operations

completion the hander updates the PTE to replace the original
(off-package) physical address with the (in-package) cache
address. Assuming a small number of free blocks are always
available and FIFO replacement policy, HP is incremented by
one to point to the next free block. The next victim from the
cache (practically, its CA) is enqueued into the free queue,
which will be cleared asynchronously. Finally, the PU bit will
be reset to zero, and the handler will return with the cache
address to update cTLB.

Global Inverted Page Table (GIPT) and Free Queue:
These two components collaboratively implement a cache
replacement mechanism. In the same spirit of placing the
replacement path off from the common cache access path as
in [12], cache block eviction is done asynchronously. The free
queue is a FIFO, which maintains a list of cache blocks to be
evicted. The GIPT is a global (not process-private) structure
indexed by cache address and has three fields: physical page
number (PPN), PTE pointer (PTEP) and TLB residence bit
vector. The GIPT maintains a cache-to-physical address map-
ping as well as a pointer to the PTE for each cached block.
In addition, The GIPT maintains TLB flags to evict cached
block which is not included in TLBs. Assuming 48-bit physi-
cal address space, the space overhead of GIPT is 36 bits for
PPN, 42 bits for PTEP (whose 6 LSBs are always zero for
alignment) and 4 bits for TLB residence bit vector (assuming
a quad-core CPU), hence 82 bits per entry. For a 1GB DRAM
cache, the GIPT occupies 2.56 MB of storage (0.25% over-
head), which can be placed in either in-package DRAM or
off-package DRAM. Thus, GIPT is much more scalable than
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Figure 5: Running example of tagless caching operations

the tag array of the same size.
The cache eviction algorithm dequeues the top entry from

the free queue to fetch the cache address of the block to evict.
Then it uses the cache address as index to look up the GIPT, to
recover the off-package PPN of the block and its PTE. If dirty,
the cache block is written back to the off-package DRAM.
Finally, the PPN field of the PTE is replaced by the recovered
PPN.

3.3. Example Walk-Through

To demonstrate the operations of the tagless cache, we walk
through an example scenario shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a)
depicts the initial snapshot of the tagless cache state. The
three entities on the left column are cTLB, page table, and
GIPT, respectively. The right column shows DRAM cache,
off-package DRAM, header pointer (HP), and the number of
available free blocks (α), where α is assumed to be one. The
two-bit field in the page table corresponds to a pair of VC
(Valid-in-Cache) and NC (Non-Cacheable) bits; the PU (Pend-
ing Update) bit is omitted in the assumption of no concurrent
TLB misses on the same VA.

Step 1 (off-package miss): Figure 5(b) shows a snapshot
after a memory access to VA-3 is completed. Initially, VA-3 is
cacheable but not cached and an access to it causes a TLB miss.
The TLB miss handler performs a page table walk to fetch its
PTE, and gets allocated a free cache block (whose address is
CA-3) to initiate a cache fill. The corresponding GIPT entry is
updated to back up its physical address (PPN), which is PA-3,
and PTE pointer (PTEP). The page table and cTLB are also
updated with a virtual-to-cache address mapping (i.e., VA-3
to CA-3) and new flag bits (i.e., (VC, NC) = (1, 0)). Although
not shown, the TLB miss handler also enqueues a victim block
that is currently not resident in any TLB (e.g., CA-0 in this
example) to the free queue as the number of free blocks goes
below α .

Step 2 (cache block eviction): Figure 5(c) captures a snap-

shot after an asynchronous cache block eviction process is
completed. Assuming CA-0 is at the top of the free queue
and is not included in any TLBs, represented NI, the GIPT is
looked up to recover its corresponding PA (PA-0) and PTEP.
If the block is dirty, the cached data is written back to the
off-package memory at PA-0. Then the PTE pointed to by the
recovered PTEP (which corresponds to VA-0 in this example)
is updated with the PPN to complete the eviction process. Fi-
nally, HP is updated to point to the new free block in the cache,
now available for future allocations.

Step 3 (in-package victim hit): Figure 5(d) shows a snapshot
after a memory access to VA-2 is completed, which causes an
in-package victim hit. Again, a TLB miss triggers a page table
walk for VA-2, and the PTE indicates that the block is currently
placed in package. Then the TLB miss handler simply returns
with the cache address (CA-2) to establish a virtual-to-cache
address mapping (i.e., VA-2 to CA-2) at cTLB.

3.4. Cache Hit and Miss Latency

Table 1 summarizes four possible cases leading to different
memory access times for a memory access. When a memory
access hits in both the TLB and the cache, it leads to the lowest
access latency. The second case, in which the TLB hits but
the DRAM cache misses, can only happen to non-cacheable
pages. In this case, a memory request experiences miss latency
as if there was no DRAM cache. The third case is a case of in-
package victim hit, where there is no additional penalty except
for the TLB miss handling cost (which cannot be avoided,
anyway). Finally, the last one shows a cold miss case in which
it costs the latency for a cache fill and GIPT update.

Figure 6 visualizes two of those cases, when (TLB, DRAM
cache) = (Hit, Hit) and (Miss, Miss), for comparison. Fig-
ure 6(a) demonstrates that the tagless cache achieves lower
latency as it removes a tag-checking overhead from the ac-
cess path. In the cold miss case, the tagless cache saves tag-
checking overhead (denoted by “SRAM-tag”) but pays the cost
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Figure 6: Compared to hit and miss penalty of SRAM-tag and cTLB cache (drawn not to scale)

TLB DRAM cache Descriptions

Hit Hit Cache hit. Zero latency penalty.

Hit Miss Non-cacheable page. Costs
off-package block access time.

Miss Hit In-package victim hit.
Zero latency penalty (except for
TLB miss penalty).

Miss Miss Off-package cache miss.
Costs cache fill and
GIPT update latency.

Table 1: Four possible cases for a memory access

of a GIPT update (denoted by “Global Inverted Page Table”).
Assuming FIFO replacement policy, the access pattern of GIPT
update features very high locality as HP is incremented one by
one. This makes MMU caching highly effective to reduce the
cost of GIPT updates. In our evaluation, however, we calculate
the penalty conservatively to pay the cost two full memory
writes to off-package DRAM.

3.5. Non-Cacheable Pages

The proposed tagless cache provides a flag in the page table
to specify non-cacheable pages, which bypass the in-package
DRAM cache (but not the higher-level caches on die). An
existing memory allocation API (e.g., mmap) can be readily
extended for the OS or user programs to control the caching
behavior of individual pages. A cache fill request to such a
page directly goes to off-package DRAM to fetch a 64-byte
block to be forwarded to the requester (e.g., on-die L2 cache).
We identify three important use cases of this flexible caching
mechanism that the tagless cache offers.
Alleviating over-fetching problem. Page-based DRAM
caches suffer the over-fetching problem [20, 21, 22], which
pollutes scarce off-package bandwidth and reduces effective
cache size. Jevdjic et al. find that a significant fraction of pages
from server workloads are singletons, which contain only a
single useful block [21]. Moreover, some 95% of those pages
show no reuse. For such pages, it would be beneficial not
to allocate in-package DRAM. Exploiting the non-cacheable
flag, it is feasible to alleviate the over-fetching problem by
applying existing solutions, such as footprint caching [20, 21],
online hot/cold page tracking [22, 30], and even offline profil-

Design requirement Block- Page- Tagless
based based (This work)

Small tag storage bad good best
High hit ratio bad good best
Low hit latency bad good best
High DRAM row buf. locality bad good good
Minimal over-fetching good bad bad

Table 2: Comparison of different DRAM cache designs

ing. Section 5.4 presents a case study, which demonstrates the
performance potentials of non-cacheable pages with flexible
placement of memory pages for the in-package DRAM cache.
Shared page support for multiple processes. If multiple
page tables share the same physical page, it can cause a page
aliasing problem, where the physical page is cached at multi-
ple different locations. This problem occurs because the TLB
miss handler does not have an easy way to check whether the
requested physical page is already cached or not. A software
TLB miss handler can easily avoid this problem as modern
OS kernels (e.g., Linux) keep track of PTEs that map to the
same page. Then the TLB miss handler can iterate over those
PTEs to replace the PA with the CA at a cache fill. It can be
trickier for hardware TLB miss handlers, and we will discuss
this issue in more depth in Section 6. Regardless of hardware
or software handlers, an easy solution to the problem is to
declare all shared pages as non-cacheable to eliminate aliases,
which we adopt for this work. Note that a page shared between
threads in the same process is still cacheable as they share the
same page table with no aliasing.
Superpage support. The caching granularity in the proposed
tagless cache is aligned to OS page size. However, to effec-
tively increase TLB reach, many modern architectures support
superpages (e.g., 2MB, 4MB, and 1GB for x86_64 [9, 18]).
Since a superpage forces coarse-grained usage of the DRAM
cache, OS must carefully allocate superpages to the cache—
only if there is sufficient spatial and temporal locality. If not,
it would be safe to specify superpages as non-cacheable. We
discuss more about this issue in Section 6.

3.6. Summary

Table 2 compares conventional block-based and page-based
caches with the proposed tagless cache. The tagless cache
achieves the best hit latency, in-package hit ratio (by exploit-
ing spatial locality and minimizing conflict misses), and tag



Component Parameters
CPU Out-of-order, 4 cores, 3GHz
L1 TLB 32I/32D entries per core
L2 TLB 512 entries per core
L1 cache 4-way, 32KB I-cache, 32KB D-cache,

64B line, 2 cycles
L2 cache 16-way, 2MB shared cache per core,

64B line, 6 cycles
SRAM-tag Array 16-way, 256K entries

In-package DRAM (1GB)
Bus frequency 1.6GHz (DDR 3.2GHz)
Channel and Rank 1 channel, 2 ranks
Bank 16 banks per rank
Bus width 128 bits per channel

Off-package DRAM (8GB)
Bus frequency 800MHz (DDR 1.6GHz)
Channel and Rank 1 channel, 2 ranks
Bank 64 banks per rank
Bus width 64 bits per channel

Table 3: Architectural parameters

storage overhead (none of tags or any other auxiliary on-die
SRAM structures required). It also effectively utilizes DRAM
row buffer locality by fetching the entire DRAM row at a
cache miss, hence amortizing the row activation overhead.
The major downside of the tagless cache, actually common
to most of the page-based caches, is the cost of over-fetching
in terms of off-package bandwidth pollution and in-package
DRAM capacity penalty. However, there are several recent
proposals to reduce this overhead [20, 21, 22], which can be
integrated into our framework to overcome this problem. We
demonstrate its feasibility in Section 5.4 by not caching those
pages with little reuse as in [21].

4. Experimental Setup

We evaluate the performance and energy efficiency of the pro-
posed tagless DRAM cache using McSimA+ simulator [5]. Ta-
ble 3 summarizes architectural parameters. The modeled sys-
tem has four out-of-order cores with 1GB in-package DRAM,
which is directly connected to the CPU die with TSV channels,
and 8GB off-package DDR3-based DRAM. We assume the
DRAM cache is deployed as L3 cache. The bandwidth of in-
package DRAM is four times greater than that of off-package
DRAM. The timing and energy parameters for both in-package
and off-package DRAMs are adapted from recent work with
die-stacked DRAM models [34], where a modified version of
CACTI-3DD [10] is used. The I/O energy is reduced from
4pJ/b to 2.4pJ/b as silicon interposer-based memory channels
are replaced with bumps with TSV. Table 4 shows the details
of timing and power parameters for both in-package and off-
package devices. We use McPAT [25] to extract power and
timing parameters for the out-of-order cores and caches.

We use single-programmed, multi-programmed, and multi-
threaded workloads for evaluation. For single-programmed
workloads we select 11 most memory-bound programs ac-
cording to their misses per kilo instructions (MPKI). We run

Parameter In-package Off-package
DRAM DRAM

I/O energy 2.4pJ/b 20pJ/b
RD or WR energy without I/O 4pJ/b 13pJ/b
ACT+PRE energy (4KB page) 15nJ 15nJ

Activate to read delay (tRCD) 8ns 14ns
Read to first data delay (tAA) 10ns 14ns
Activate to precharge delay (tRAS) 22ns 35ns
Precharge command period (tRP) 14ns 14ns

Table 4: Parameters for 3D in-package DRAM and off-package
DRAM devices (adapted from [34])

MIX1 milc-leslie3d-omnetpp-sphinx3
MIX2 milc-leslie3d-soplex-omnetpp
MIX3 milc-soplex-GemsFDTD-omnetpp
MIX4 soplex-GemsFDTD-lbm-omnetpp
MIX5 mcf-soplex-GemsFDTD-lbm
MIX6 mcf-leslie3d-lbm-sphinx3
MIX7 milc-soplex-lbm-sphinx3
MIX8 mcf-leslie3d-GemsFDTD-omnetpp

Table 5: Workload groupings (memory-bound applications)

Simpoint [32] to identify representative phases from which we
choose top 4 slices with the highest weights. Each slice con-
tains 100 million instructions. For multi-programmed work-
loads, we randomly mix four of the 11 memory-bound SPEC
CPU 2006 programs to select eight workloads. Finally, we
use four PARSEC programs that our simulation framework
runs without errors for multi-threaded workloads: swaptions,
facesim, fluidanimate, and streamcluster.

We compare the tagless cache with the following designs:

No L3 cache (No L3): This setting serves as the baseline
system, which is a conventional off-package DDR3-based
memory system with no DRAM cache.

Bank-interleaving (BI): This design models a heteroge-
neous memory system, where the in-package DRAM region is
mapped to the global physical memory space, but OS is oblivi-
ous of this heterogeneity, hence not performing any intelligent
page placement or migration.

SRAM-tag (SRAM): This design models a page-based
SRAM-tag array cache similar to the one in [21] with 4KB
page size. Table 6 summarizes the tag size and access latency
as a function of cache size, obtained from CACTI-6.5 [2].

cTLB: This is our proposed tagless cache, which is based
on cTLB. A TLB hit guarantees a cache hit. The TLB miss
handler not only performs the page table walk, but also fills in
the requested cache block if not cached. The TLB miss penalty
also includes cycles for accessing the global inverted page
table (GIPT), which is consulted for cache block replacement.

Ideal: This setting models an ideal in-package caching
system, where all data are stored in in-package DRAM.
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Figure 7: IPC and EDP normalized to the baseline (with no L3) for selected SPEC CPU 2006 programs

Cache size 128MB 256MB 512MB 1GB
Tags size 0.5MB 1MB 2MB 4MB
Latency (cycles) 5 6 9 11

Table 6: Cache parameters
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Figure 8: The average L3 access latency of SRAM-tag and tag-
less caches (the lower, the better)

5. Evaluation

5.1. Single-Programmed Workloads

IPC and EDP. Figure 7 shows the IPC and EDP of 11
memory-bound SPEC CPU 2006 programs. The numbers
are normalized to the baseline (with no L3 cache). The
heterogeneity-oblivious bank-interleaving scheme shows only
4.0% of IPC improvement. In contrast, the SRAM-tag and
tagless caches, effectively exploiting fast in-package DRAM,
show 16.4% and 24.9% of IPC improvements, respectively.
The latter falls within 11.8% of the IPC of the “ideal” cache.
In terms of energy-delay product (EDP), the tagless cache
outperforms the SRAM-tag cache by 26.5%. 459.GemsFDTD
and 433.milc have relatively large IPC gaps from the ideal
cache, by 32.8% and 23.3%, respectively. This is because a
large fraction of memory pages in these programs have low
reuse rates for the DRAM cache, and hence low hit rates.
Average L3 Access Time. Figure 8 shows average L3 access
time. It is calculated based on Equations 1 and 4, but only ac-
cess latency after a L2 cache miss (including TLB access time)
is counted. The tagless cache consistently yields lower latency
than the SRAM-tag cache due to no tag-checking overhead,
by up to 16.7% for 462.libquantum with a geomean latency
reduction of 9.9%. 459.GemsFDTD has many pages touched
for the first time, which are accessed from off-package DRAM,
hence yielding no significant difference between the two.

5.2. Multi-Programmed Workloads

As multi-programmed workloads quadruple the memory foot-
print, we can better evaluate the performance of the proposed
tagless cache, reflecting the impact of cache contention and
replacement policy. For this reason we use these workloads for
several sensitivity analyses. Note that we set α , the number of
available free blocks, to one as in [12]. A FIFO replacement
policy is used for the tagless cache and LRU is used for the
SRAM-tag cache.
IPC and EDP. Figure 9 shows the normalized IPC and EDP
to the baseline with no L3 cache. The SRAM-tag and tagless
caches show 34.9% and 38.4% of IPC improvements, respec-
tively. The normalized EDP reductions of SRAM-tag and
tagless caches are 31.5% and 43.5%, respectively. The tagless
cache outperforms the SRAM-tag cache for IPC by 2.6% and
energy consumption by 21.3%. We expect this gap to widen
as in-package DRAM size increases, which makes latency
and energy overheads from the tags more pronounced. The
heterogeneity-oblivious bank-interleaving scheme achieves
only an 11.2% of IPC improvement.
Sensitivity to DRAM Cache Size. Figure 10 shows the nor-
malized IPC to the baseline with the bank-interleaving policy
according to DRAM cache size. When the DRAM cache is
small (256MB), the IPC is degraded by some 30% over the
bank-interleaving scheme due to excessive contentions at the
DRAM cache. This leads to frequent cache block migrations
between in- and off-package DRAMs. The effect of cache
block thrashing gets amplified by coarse-grained page-based
caching, and there is no significant performance difference
between the SRAM-tag and tagless caches. However, if the
DRAM cache size increases to be 512MB or greater, the page
migration rate decreases significantly for the tagless cache to
benefit from fast hit time. Although the amount of IPC im-
provement varies depending on workload characteristics, the
tagless cache consistently outperforms the SRAM-tag cache
for large cache sizes.
Sensitivity to Replacement Policy. The default FIFO replace-
ment policy simplifies victim selection and eliminates the cost
of auxiliary data structure for replacement. It is known that, as
the cache size and/or associativity increase, the performance
impact of the replacement policy is reduced [15]. Figure 11
confirms this fact by comparing FIFO and LRU replacement
policies. The LRU replacement policy outperforms the FIFO
policy only marginally, by 1.6% on average. In addition,
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Figure 9: The normalized IPC and EDP of the multi-programmed workloads
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Figure 10: Sensitivity of DRAM cache size to performance in SRAM-tag and tagless caches
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Figure 11: The performance impact of replacement policy

LRU-based policies (e.g., CLOCK [15]) are likely to increase
storage overhead and/or cache miss penalty. Hence, a simple
FIFO policy suffices in our setup.

5.3. Multi-Threaded Workloads

Figure 12 shows the normalized IPC and EDP of the four
PARSEC benchmarks, which are all benchmarks successfully
ported to our simulator. The tagless cache shows IPC improve-
ment and EDP reduction for streamcluster and facesim

over the bank-interleaving scheme. These two workloads
show high page reuse ratio and high MPKI. Especially, the
IPC speedup of streamcluster is 24.0% over the baseline
with no cache (0.6% over SRAM-tag). While yielding com-
parable IPCs, the tagless cache reduces EDP for facesim
over the SRAM-tag due to no energy waste for the tags. The
other two workloads, swaptions and fluidanimate, show
either no IPC improvement or even a little bit of degradation.
These workloads have a large portion of singleton pages with
low MPKI for the simulated slices. Accordingly, the perfor-
mance overhead of caching negates the benefits of using fast
in-package DRAM.
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Figure 12: The IPC speedup and normalized EDP of the multi-
threaded workloads

5.4. Case Study: Potential Benefits of Non-Cacheables

According to Jevdjic et al., a significant fraction of pages
from server workloads are singletons, which contain only
a single useful block with little reuse [21]. We apply this
insight to 459.GemsFDTD, which has the large IPC gap from
the ideal cache as shown in Figure 7. This program features
high MPKI but has a large number of pages with little reuse in
the DRAM cache. In order to sort out such pages, we set the
non-cacheable flags for those pages with access count smaller
than 32. This number is based on the observation that a page
has 64 64-byte blocks and more than a half of those blocks are
expected to be touched if there is significant spatial locality.

Figure 13 shows the normalized IPC of 459.GemsFDTD.
The tagless cache leverages non-cacheable pages to further
improve the IPC by 7.1% over that without non-cacheables. It
is due to reduction in bandwidth pollution between in- and off-
package DRAMs and increase in the hit ratio of the DRAM
cache. This demonstrates that it can be beneficial to implement
flexible, software-managed page classification schemes on top
of the tagless cache to further improve the performance and
energy efficiency, by adopting similar techniques as in [12, 30],
for example.
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Figure 13: Performance impact of non-cacheable pages on
459.GemsFDTD

6. Discussion

Shared page support. As an alternative to the solution in
Section 3.5, one can introduce another table that maintains
PA to CA mappings. Then the TLB miss handler quickly
looks up the table to find any existing alias already in the
cache. If such an alias exists, the handler can simply change
the address mapping to point to the alias’ address in the cache
instead of copying the page from off-package. However, this
approach incurs a latency penalty in handling a TLB miss
as well as storage overhead. Although kernel pages are also
shared among multiple processes, there is no aliasing problem
since all processes actually share a single kernel page table.
Consequently, a PTE update in the kernel address space by one
process becomes immediately visible to all the other processes.

Superpage support. There is no fundamental limitation for
the proposed tagless cache to support superpages as we can
change the granularity of caching accordingly. However, if
not judiciously applied, superpages can exacerbate the over-
fetching problem to increase bandwidth pollution and in-
package miss rate. Superpages might be beneficial, if there
is high locality, as they improve the efficiency of DRAM ac-
cess and channel transfers with bulk accesses. To support
superpages, the GIPT entry must be extended to include page
type information (e.g., 2-bit fields to select one of the 4KB,
2MB, 4MB, and 1GB pages). If there are a small set of hot
subpages within a superpage, the OS can split a superpage
into smaller pages (e.g., one 2MB page into 512 4KB pages).
The hierarchical page table structure facilitates this breakdown
by expanding a superpage table entry to one or more next
lower-level page tables.

Multi-socket support and coherence. In a multi-socket sys-
tem the last-level DRAM caches can be organized as a globally
shared NUCA cache or socket-private caches. In the socket-
private organization, one page may be cached in multiple
sockets with different (socket-private) cache addresses. This
makes coherence protocol operations more complicated (e.g.,
requiring another level of address translation) and imposes ad-
ditional challenges in maintaining shared data structures (e.g.,
PTEs mapped to cache addresses), which requires further re-
search. In contrast, the shared cache eliminates this problem
and makes it easier to design cache-coherence protocols. In
the shared cache, if a cached page is evicted, TLB shootdown
must be done to guarantee the consistency between cached
pages and TLB entries.

7. Related Work

In-package DRAM caches. DRAM caches can be classified
into two categories by caching granularity: block-based and
page-based. First, most of the block-based cache designs
aim to reduce tag costs in terms of latency, area and energy
consumption. Loh et al. [27] propose to embed cache tags in
the same row of the block in DRAM so that just one row buffer
open can serve both tag lookup and data access. Likewise,
Alloy Cache [29] co-locates tag and data into a single row
and is configured as a direct-mapped cache to further reduce
cache hit latency. Huang et al. [17] propose ATCache to
reduce SRAM tag overhead and achieve tag matching latency
close to SRAM-tag by architecting two-level tag caches; a
small SRAM-based tag cache and a large DRAM-based tag
store. Woo et al. [36] propose a die-stacked DRAM cache
that prefetches in page granularity but provides cache accesses
in block granularity in order to reduce false sharing. Sim
et al. [33] propose multi-level hit-miss predictor to reduce
hardware cost while reducing cache miss latency. These block-
based cache designs, however, have inherent drawbacks of
storage and energy overheads from tags, which can severely
limits scalability for future, very large in-package DRAM.

Page-based caches overcome this limitation by caching at a
coarser (page) granularity. Most of the page-based caches aim
to alleviate the over-fetching problem. Footprint cache [21]
and Unison cache [20] reduce off-package memory traffic by
predicting blocks with high reuse and caching them selectively.
Jiang et al. [22] propose filter-based DRAM caching to cache
only hot pages. The tagless cache is complementary to these
proposals–primarily aiming to eliminate the tag overhead by
consolidating two-phase address translation into single phase.
In addition, our scheme implements a fully associative cache
which is not viable in other tag-based caches.
Heterogeneous memory systems. The main challenge in ar-
chitecting software-managed heterogeneous memory system
with fast and slow regions is to efficiently identify and migrate
hot/cold pages [12, 23, 30, 35]. Dong et al. [12] propose a
sophisticated remapping structure and algorithms to transpar-
ently migrate and map critical pages. This approach, however,
can have inherent disadvantage of increasing memory access
latency as every memory accesses should pass through the
remapping table. Ramos et al. [30] propose a ranking al-
gorithm to identify critical pages in hardware by exploiting
multi-queue replacement policy. They implement the classifi-
cation algorithm in the memory controller, which can cost area
and latency penalties. Also, our scheme provides additional
flexibility to easily support various caching policies.

8. Conclusion

This paper introduces a fully associative, tagless page-based
DRAM cache that minimizes latency/storage/energy over-
heads associated with large cache tags. The key idea is to
align the granularity of caching with OS page size and con-



solidate the mechanisms for address translation and cache
management into the TLB miss handler. The resulting tagless
cache design achieves multiple, conflicting design goals such
as low hit latency, high hit rate, high energy efficiency, and
flexibility. Moreover, the tagless cache fundamentally resolves
the scaling problem of future large in-package DRAM caches
by completely eliminating cache tags as well as any auxiliary
on-die SRAM structures.
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